Tools List

**Tool List Description**

This tool list is what is recommended per house. We recommend each group at least bring the Basic Tool List and the Foreman Tools “Small Tools.” If your group is coming from a long distance and it isn’t practical to bring any or all of these items please let us know and we may be able to borrow BCM tools for a added fee. If this is your first trip with BCM we want to make it easy for your team to get to Baja. We may be able to provide tools for your team at no cost depending on the busyness of our calendar. Please discuss this with your group coordinator.

**Basic Tool List Per House**

- Framing hammers for everyone (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- Canvas Work Apron for everyone (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 8+ paint rollers (Painting Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 8+ paint roller handles (Painting Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 4+ paint roller trays (Painting Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 8+ paint brushes (Painting Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 8+ mud pans (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2+ paint extension poles [Home Depot Example]
- 1 First Aid Kit [Home Depot Example]

**Foreman Tool List Per House “Small Tools”**

- 2+ Tool Belts (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Universal Squares (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Rafter Squares (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Tape Measures (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Chalk Lines with Blue Chalk (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Level (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Pro “Claw Nail Puller (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Adjustable Wrench (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Ratcheting Socket Wrench (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Deep Socket ¾“ [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Shinglers Hammers (Roofing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Hammer Tacker (Roofing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Box ⅜“ Staples (Roofing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Tin Snips (Drywall Team and Roof Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Utility knives (Drywall Team and Roof Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Drywall T-Square (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Wal-Board Tools (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Drywall Utility Saw (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Screwdrivers: Phillips and Flathead (Electrical Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Electrical Wire Stripppers (Electrical Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Broom and Dustpan (Cleanup Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Magnetic Pick-Up Tool (Cleanup Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Folding Saw Horse (Painting Team) [Home Depot Example]
Foreman Tool List Per House “Large Tools”

- 1 Four Foot Ladder (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Six Foot Ladder (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Sixteen Foot Extension Ladder (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Thirteen Foot Aluminium Work Plank (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]

Optional Foreman Tool List Per House “Power Tools”

- 1 Dewalt Circular Saw (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Dewalt Reciprocating Saw (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- Reciprocating Saw Blades (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Dewalt Hammer Drill (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - 1 Wood Boring Bit ⅞” (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - 1 Nail Killer ¾” (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - 1 Hole Saw 4” (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - 1 Saw Arbor (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 1 Dewalt Cut Out Tool (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - Drywall Cutting Bits (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2+ Impact Drivers (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - Drywall Screw Setter Bit (Drywall Team) [Home Depot Example]
- 2 Paslode Nailer Framer (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - 3” Framing Nails (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - 2” Framing Nails (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - Framing Fuel (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]

Optional Foreman Tool List Per House “Generator and Compressor Needed”

- Generator (Roofing and Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
  - Air Compressor (Roofing and Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
    - 2 PVC Air Hose ¾’x 50’ (Roofing and Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
    - 2 Coil Roofing Nailers (Roofing Team) [Home Depot Example]
      - 1 Box ¾” Roofing Nails (Roofing Team) [Home Depot Example]
      - 1 Pneumatic 16 Gauge Nailer (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]
      - 16 Gauge Finish Nails (Framing Team) [Home Depot Example]